
Unshakeable 
Self Confidence



Hi, I'm Stacey Myers!

@staceylmyers

Welcome!Welcome!

It's so great to
have you here!



Confidence
is...



Confidence is 
the feeling or belief
that one can have
faith in or rely on

someone or
something.



Self
confidence is...



Self confidence is
a feeling of trust in one's

abilities, qualities, and
judgement.



Do you think people are
just confident or not

confident?

Why do you think you
are more confident in

some areas than
others?



Where do you look to
see if you are confident

in something?

Where does self
confidence come from?



I looked at what I was
making things mean.

Current events and
events from the past.



Circumstance
(neutral)

Thought
(optional)

Feeling
Action
Result



Nothing that happened in
the past is impacting you

now.

The only thing impacting
you now is your CURRENT

thinking about it.



It doesn't matter the
magnitude of the

event!



No one can make
you feel a

certain way or
do something 'to

you'.



C - 
T - 
F - 
A - 
R - 

Friend is 1 hour late for lunch
without messaging.

She doesn't respect my time.

Angry



C - 
T - 
F - 
A - 
R - 

Words in a text message.

She's not a nice person.

irritated



C - 
T - 
F - 
A - 
R - 

Boss says, 'I'd like to meet with you'

I'm going to be fired

anxiety



How does
knowing/applying

this impact my
confidence?



We can stop
making things

mean something
about us!



Stopped blaming
everyone else for the

way my life had
turned out.



The great news is that
when it isn't someone
else's fault you can do

something about it.

You are no longer at the
mercy of other people or

your circumstances.



Thoughts
Became the observer

of my thoughts.

Intentionally started
having new ones.



Not about getting
to the happy place.

Don't get judgemental.



Emotions

hate

anxiety

rejection
sadness

anger

fear

worry

shame
embarrassment

humiliation

Vibrations in our body.



Physical sensations
associated with emotions.

Increased heart rate
Tightness in chest
Dry mouth
Butterflies in stomach
Shortness of breath
Contracting 
Flushed face



Why do you think we
don't take certain

action in our lives?



We want to avoid
an emotion!



Do you think people are just
confident or not confident?

Why do you think you are
more confident in some

areas than others?

Where does self confidence
come from?



What is the neutral circumstance?
Remember it has to be factual, without any
adjectives.

Ask Yourself:

What thought am I having about it?



Key Ideas Covered:

Your past is only impacting you now because
of your current thoughts about it.
No one can make you feel a certain way.
Don’t blame other people for your life or your
results.
Be an observer of your thoughts (without
judgement).
Intentionally think new thoughts that serve
you.
We mostly don’t take action because we want
to avoid an emotion.



Ultimately:

Your level of self
confidence is directly

correlated to the
thoughts you have about

yourself.



staceymyers.com/consult

Would you like help
implementing these

concepts into your life?



Questions?


